Morrissey, options for multivariate selection analysis 2 Abstract 8 1. Regression is an important method for characterising the form of natural selection from 9 individual-based data. Many kinds of regression analysis exist, but few are regularly em-10 ployed in studies of natural selection. I provide an overview of some of the main underused 11 types of regression analysis by applying them all to test analyses of viability selection for 12 lamb traits in Soay sheep (Ovis aries). This exercise highlights known problems with exist-13 ing methods, uncovers some new ones, and also reveals ways to harness underused methods 14 to get around these problems. 15 2. I first estimate selection gradients using generalised linear models, combined with recently-16 published methods for obtaining quantitatively interpretable selection gradient estimates 17 from arbitrary regression models of trait-fitness relationships. I then also apply generalised 18 ridge regression, the lasso, and projection-pursuit regression, in each case also deriving 19 selection gradients. I compare inferences of non-linear selection by diagonalisation of the 20 matrix and by projection-pursuit regression. (ii) the magnitudes of selection of major axes of variance-standardised are not themselves 27 interpretable in any standardised way. 28 4. While all regression-based methods for analysis of selection have useful properties, projection-29 pursuit regression seems to stand out. This method can: (i) provide both dimensionality-30 reduction, (ii) be the basis for inference of quantitatively interpretable selection gradients, 31 and (iii) by characterising major axes of selection, rather than of linear or quadratic selec-32 tion separately, provide biologically-interpretable inference of non-linear selection. 33
though there is little evidence for non-linear selection in the test datasets, very problematic 23 aspects of the behaviour of analysis based on diagonalisation of the are apparent. In addi-24 tion to better-known problems, (i) the direction and magnitude of estimated major axes of 25 quadratic selection are biased toward directions of phenotype that have little variance, and 26
(ii) the magnitudes of selection of major axes of variance-standardised are not themselves 27 interpretable in any standardised way. 28 4. While all regression-based methods for analysis of selection have useful properties, projection-29 pursuit regression seems to stand out. This method can: (i) provide both dimensionality-30 reduction, (ii) be the basis for inference of quantitatively interpretable selection gradients, 31 and (iii) by characterising major axes of selection, rather than of linear or quadratic selec-32 tion separately, provide biologically-interpretable inference of non-linear selection. any particular regime of population structure is often very di cult. Here, I consider methods for 48 multivariate selection analysis with special focus on the biological interpretability of inferences 49 about multivariate selection from limited data. I consider viability selection of skeletal size, 50 mass, horn length, and burden of an ectoparasite in male and female Soay sheep lambs under 51 two di↵erent population dynamic regimes. 52
The best known pitfall of interpreting tables of statistical results is the problem of multiple 53 testing and false positives (Rice, 1989) . Less appreciated complexities pertain to statistical 54 estimates themselves. Biological interpretation of statistical inferences about natural selection 55 generally involves consideration of tables of selection coe cients. Tables of estimated selection 56 coe cients will generally have very undesirable properties. Many of the aspects of selection in 57 which we may be primarily interested are not represented by individual selection coe cients, 58 but rather are obtained by applying mathematical procedures to tables of estimated selection 59 coe cients (gradients, typically). Even when applied to a table of selection coe cients that 60 are obtained by an unbiased method, few properties of tables of selection coe cients will have 61 (which will have a value of 1 in the absence of bias) in terms of the proportional sampling error, 91
. Substituting pb for s in the expressions above and simplifying gives 92
This again indicates that estimates of the length of , given individually unbiased component 93 elements ofˆ , will be upwardly biased 1 . Furthermore, this expression illustrates that the problem 94 is severe. Since standard errors of selection gradients are generally as large as most selection 95 gradients (so p ⇡ 1; remembering that the distribution of selection gradients in the literature also 96 provides an upwardly biased impression of the average magnitude of selection; Hereford et al. The goal of this study is to explore a variety of approaches to selection analysis, in order to 105 determine what methods hold the most promise for making robust inferences of di↵erent aspects 106 of multivariate selection. I apply a range of regression methods to analyses of multivariate 107 selection of Soay sheep lamb traits, including generalised linear models, regularised generalised 108 regression models, and projection-pursuit regression. I use a recently-described approach for 109 obtaining selection gradient estimates from general fitness functions (Morrissey & Sakrejda, 110 2013 ) to obtain quantitative inferences of selection gradients from each of these analyses. I also 111 explore the properties of estimated major axes of quadratic selection, and of selection analysis 112 of principle components of the multivariate phenotype. These methods all provide tables of 113 selection gradients that may di↵er in bias, and other aspects of informativeness, with respect to 114 1 This approximation for the proportional bias is itself somewhat upwardly biased. If selection gradients can be scaled such that their standard errors are equal to one (as a hypothetical instructive situation), the expected norm of the estimated selection gradient vector is given by the expectation of a chi distribution. This does not lead to a simple informative expression, but numerical analysis shows that the approximation and correlations among traits in each sex and environmental condition are given in table 1. All 142 traits, i.e., mass, leg length, horn length, and log ked number, were standardised to unit variance 143 within each of the four datasets. 144 2.2 General strategy for selection gradient estimation 145 Analyses in sections 2.3 -2.7 all use a common framework for selection gradient estimation. 146
In each case, the relationship between multivariate phenotype and expected individual fitness, 147
, is first determined using a generalised regression model. Subsequently, pop-148 ulation mean fitness, given the sample of phenotypes z and the function f (z) is obtained by 149W The shape of f (z i ), as obtained by generalised regression analysis, will be determined in partby the link function. If f (z i ) is a linear function on the linear predictor scale, i.e., takes the form of 170
, then the curvature will be entirely determined by the shape of the 171 link function. Estimates of obtained from such a model of the fitness function will generally 172 provide robust inference of directional selection, but estimates of should not generally be 173 interpreted biologically. When quadratic, or otherwise curved (e.g., spline) generalised regression 174 models are used for f (z i ), the link function will generally have very little e↵ect on estimates of 175 either or . For example, models of binary outcomes (e.g., survival) could equally be fitted 176 using logit or probit link functions. For any given dataset, the parameters of f (z i ) will di↵er 177 between models using the logit and probit link functions, but the shape of f (z i ) on the expected 178 fitness scale, and therefore estimates of and , will typically di↵er trivially. Selection gradients revealed that covariance of survival with mass and leg length is primarily 211 directly attributable to variation in mass in non-crash years (table 2b) . Also in non-crash 212 years, horn length has negative direct e↵ects on survival, again in both sexes, i.e., the slightly 213 positive and non-significant covariances of horn length and survival arise via opposite e↵ects of 214 correlated selection of mass, and direct selection of horn length. Inference of the direct causal 215 structure of selection in crash years appeared to be hindered in part by smaller sample sizes 216 for crash years, compared with the relatively high degree of correlation of phenotypic traits 217 (which happened across conditions; eigenvalues. While there is potentially some value in considering statistical hypothesis tests of 246 minor axes, when larger axes are non-significant, it is not clear that any interpretive gain could 247 outweigh the dangers of multiple testing. In the present analyses, across 16 tests of four axes of 248 quadratic selection, in each of both sexes and both crash and non-crash years, no permutation-249 based tests of any axis were statistically significant at a marginal value of 0.05 (table 1) . 250
The major axis of the diagonalised matrix in both sexes and in both environments involved 251 loadings of mass and leg length in opposite directions (table 1) . In other words, the main axis of 252 estimated selection was aligned in the direction of phenotype that had the least variance. Thisis probably an artefact of the fact that selection is most di cult to characterise in this direction, 254 and therefore sampling error will produce the largest errors in the direction of phenotype with 255 the least variance. A second interpretive di culty is apparent in figure 1. Even though the 256 analysis is conducted on unit variance-standardised values of phenotype, the major axes of 257 cannot be interpreted with the benefits that come from variance standardisation. Despite the 258 fact that the first axes represent much greater absolute curvature than the second axes in each 259 case (table 3) obtains estimated regression coe cients b by minimising ||y Xb|| 2 , the elastic net minimizes 268 (||y Xb|| 2 + ↵||b|| 2 + (1 ↵)||b||). When ↵ = 1, the analysis is a ridge regression, and when 269 ↵ = 0, the analysis is the lasso. 270
Both ridge regression and the lasso thus minimise penalised sums of squares, with the goal 271 of maximising predictive ability, rather than fit to the sample data. In practice, ridge regression 272 reduces the overall magnitude of regression coe cients, relative to least-squares regression, and in 273 particular, gives more plausible values for regression coe cients associated with highly correlated 274 predictor variables. The lasso also produces shrunken values, but will generally shrink di↵erent 275 coe cients to a much greater extent, in particular, potentially assigning zero values to coe cients 276 associated with variables that have no probable predictive ability. Ridge regression and the lasso 277 therefore have properties that may be desirable overall, and that can be particularly desirable 278 when predictors are highly correlated, as is often the case in selection analysis. 279 I used generalised elastic net (with ridge regression and the lasso, and a combination of 280 the two with ↵ = 0.5) regression to estimate selection gradients, as above, by first estimating 281 fitness functions, and then obtaining selection gradient estimates from those functions. I used 282 the function cv.glmnet() in the R package glmnet (Friedman et al., 2008) to fit the ridge 283 regression, lasso and elastic net regressions (↵ = 0.5) with binomial responses by generalised 284 cross-validation, and used those estimated regression coe cients based on the penalty parameter 285 that minimised the cross-validation score. All estimated selection gradients derived from these 286 models of the fitness function are given in table 4. 287
In non-crash years, results of lasso, ridge, and elastic net regressions yielded selection gradients 288 (table 4a) When applied to data from crash years, where partitioning of direct e↵ects proved more 293 di cult in the glm-based analysis, the regularised regression yielded inferences that may be 294 somewhat more useful. For example, mass was identified as being under positive selection. 295
It does not make sense to try to obtain standard errors or p-values, for example, using the 296 bootstrap, as above, for regularised regression analyses. To some extent, the "significance" of 297 each coe cient is represented in its estimated value, in the degree to which it is shrunken, 298 especially for coe cients with non-zero values in lasso regression. For sequential model-building 299 exercises, new experimental methods can provide p-values for the lasso (Lockhart et al., 2013) . 300
As a visual measure of the total strength of directional and quadratic multivariate selection, 301 I predicted expected absolute fitness (survival) for each individual from the fitted glm and ridge 302 regression models. The distributions of expected absolute fitness are shown in figure 2. This 303 provides a overall picture of the amount of variation in fitness that is associated with regression-304 based inference about selection. The distributions of expected fitness from the glm, suggests that 305 on the basis of just four traits out of the entire multivariate phenotype, one could essentially 306 predict death or survival for many individuals with near certainty. On the other hand, the ridge 307 regression represents a seemingly more appropriately modest inference of the predictive power 308 of a handful of traits. This does not demonstrate that the non-regularised regression analysis is 309 somehow wrong; rather, it is another way of illustrating ways in which alternative methods may 310 have more reasonable interpretations for some purposes. In these datasets, estimating selection of compound axes of phenotype does not provide very 328 meaningful inference of multivariate selection. In the example analyses, this practice revealed a 329 pattern of "bigger is better" across all traits, i.e., there would appear to be positive selection of 330 an axis onto which all three of the morphometric traits load positively. This fails to elucidate 331 patterns that are otherwise easily obtained (tables 2 and 4). In particular, the "bigger is better" 332 result that arises from analysis of principle components of phenotype conflicts with two important 333 findings: (i) Mass, rather than structural size is more proximally related to fitness, certainly in 334 non-crash years, and probably overall, and (ii) while large horns appear to be positively selected 335 via their loading of the directionally selected first 'size' axis of phenotype, horns are probably 336 either detrimental or unrelated to lamb survival in most circumstances (tables 2 and 4).
(Generalised) projection-pursuit regression-based selection gradients and fit-338 ness surface estimation 339
The use of projection-pursuit regression (Friedman & Stuetzle, 1981) to estimate fitness functions 340 has been little-used since its introduction to the field by Schluter & Nychka (1994) . This method 341 reduces the dimensionality of the problem by seeking the orthogonal axes of the multivariate 342 phenotype that maximise the explained variation in fitness. Each axis is characterised by a ridge 343 function, typically characterised by a semi-parametric smooth regression function. Briefly, the 344 response variable (or its linear predictor) is modelled as gppr by rotating the phenotypic data onto the axes identified in the gppr analysis, and then 361 refitting the model using gam() in mgcv, with univariate splines for each axis. I then recovered 362 the selection gradients of these axes using gam.gradients() in gsg. 363
Because familiar hypothesis testing is not directly compatible with models fitted by cross-364 validation, I applied a randomisation procedure to help give an idea of how much variation wasexplained by the gppr models, over and above statistical noise. I made 1000 datasets for each 366 sex and environmental condition, each with the available sample size and observed distribution 367 of phenotype, but with randomised survival records. I then applied the gppr analyses with 368 one and two ridge functions, predicted individual absolute fitness for each fit, and recorded the 369 variance in predicted absolute fitness for each fitted function for each randomised dataset. I then 370 compared the variance in predicted absolute fitness, and the di↵erences in predicted absolute 371 fitness between models with one and two dimensions, between the randomised datasets and the 372 real datasets. 373
The gppr analyses revealed largely directional and linear selection (figure 3). The only sug-374 gestion of curvature of the major axes of selection was for females in non-crash years, and is more 375 interpretable as expected fitness asymptotically approaching one, rather than any mechanism of 376 non-linear selection. Because selection appears to be largely linear, the loadings of phenotype 377 onto the major axis of selection closely matched estimated directional selection gradients (table  378   2b) . 379
In all cases, one axis of phenotype explained substantial variation in fitness (table 6) . For all 380 analyses, I plotted the first major axis for ease of interpretation (figure 3); for males in non-crash 381 years, the predictions based on two axes were not interpretable in terms of any simple pattern 382 of selection. The gppr functions with two dimensions of selection did not explain much more 383 variation than the replicated analyses of randomised datasets (table 6), except for males in non-384 crash conditions; however, in that case, the amount of additional explained variation associated 385 with the two dimension model was nonetheless modest. 386
Supplementary simulations 387
For better or worse, the primary approach in this study was to compare the inferences that 388 could be made by applying di↵erent types of regression-based selection analyses to the same 389 empirical datasets. For better, consideration of the behaviour of the di↵erent analyses in their 390 application to real data has revealed a number of phenomena that might not otherwise have 391 surfaced. For worse, it is rarely possible to determine with certainty which analyses are most 392 likely to best reflect reality when conducting a case study on real data. Also, it is not necessarilyclear whether and which phenomena that have occurred in the specific analyses here will be 394 important in general. While the purpose here is not to conduct any comprehensive simulation 395 studies, two specific issues seem to necessitate a little further investigation. These and other 396 issues would certainly benefit from more comprehensive studies. 397 2.8.1 Regularised regression analyses
398
The application of ridge regression, the lasso, and the elastic net regression to the Soay sheep 399 lamb datasets did not reveal any major benefits relative to other methods. One reason for this 400 may be that the dimensionality of the selection analysis problems in this study are rather low, 401
i.e., four traits. Combined with the fact that the ecological relevance of each trait is reasonably 402
intuitive to a human, we are inclined to think about selection on a trait-by-trait basis. It would be 403 a shame if the potential benefits of these analyses were marginalised because their benefits are not 404 immediately apparent in a single case study. One major potential benefit of regularised regression 405 is that it should be expected to provide some reduction in the tendency for statistical noise to 406 generate biases in some geometric properties of selection gradients, in particular, in the total 407 length ofˆ . If evolutionary quantitative genetic studies are able to become more multivariate, 408
and are able to apply geometric concepts to understanding evolution, as size, at least directly with reference to the traits studied here, this could reflect utility of horns 507 for competition for scarce resources. 508
The simple "bigger is better" pattern apparently revealed by positive selection of the first 509 axis on phenotypic variation gives an impression of simple directional selection on the traits 510 underlying the first axis (mass, leg length, and horn length), in both sexes and environmental 511
conditions. All other analyses show that this pattern does not reflect reality, at least not in 512 non-crash years where direct e↵ects of traits can be estimated with relative precision. Certainly, 513 situations will arise where principle components will reflect ecologically-relevant axes of varia-514 tion. However, the analyses here highlight that statistically dominant and ecologically important 515 axes of variation may be very di↵erent. At the very least, results of selection analyses of prin-516 ciple components should be approached with caution, especially when the motivation for using 517 principle components is statistical (dimensionality reduction), rather than biological. 518
Regularised regression methods (i.e., the lasso, ridge regression, and the elastic net) generally 519 supported patterns in selection gradients that were obtained from more traditional regression-520 based analyses. The lasso may have provided improved inferences in cases where trait covariances 521 otherwise precluded inference of selection gradients. For example, it is useful that the lasso 522 was able to identify a most-probable proximate e↵ect of mass on survival in males in crash 523 years, where other methods were essentially unable to distinguish among potential e↵ects of the 524 di↵erent traits. Similarly, the total amounts of variation in survival that are apparently explained 525 by regression analyses (figure 2) are much more plausible for ridge, rather than for (unpenalised) 526 least-squares regression. While the application of these regularised regression analyses did not 527 greatly help interpretation of the Soay sheep example data, it is possible that they could be quite 528 useful in other circumstances, especially for making geometric interpretations about multivariate 529 selection (figure 4). 530
Two major features of the analyses of multivariate non-linear selection in the Soay sheep lamb 531 datasets highlight the di culties in interpretation of the major axes of the quadratic selection 532 gradient matrix, . It may initially seem quite bold to criticise existing methods for analysisof non-linear selection based on example analyses of datasets that do not, it turns out, seem 534 to contain much non-linear selection. However, the undesirable behaviours of inferences about 535 the estimated matrix here will exist in any analysis, regardless of the underlying reality. The 536 first serious problem is that statistical noise has a very insidious e↵ect on the orientation of the 537 estimated major axes of . The true curvature of will be hardest to estimate in directions 538 within P that have the least variance. Therefore, major axes of are likely to correspond to 539 minor axes of phenotype, purely as an artefact of the fact that statistical noise will create the 540 greatest estimated values in directions within P that have the least variance. Such a pattern 541 unfortunately has a very tempting biological interpretation, i.e., that quadratic selection and 542 multivariate phenotype are aligned. This problem is quite intuitive once one starts to consider 543 the e↵ect of noise on a table of estimated selection coe cients such as . Note that this problem 544 will a↵ect all axes of estimated matrices, influencing both shape and orientation. Even where 545 axes exist that are subject to quadratic selection, inference of their orientation will be hindered 546 by the fact that the orientation of other axes is biased by the shape of P, combined with the 547 constraint of orthogonality inherent to diagonalisation (table 5) . This problem arises because 548 of di↵erent amounts of variation in di↵erent directions of phenotypic space. Therefore, it will 549 a↵ect analyses of major axes of matrices under any system of trait standardisation. 550
A second di culty with spectral decomposition of is specific to analysis of variance-551 standardised matrices. Where the original gradients are interpretable as the direct components 552 of selection intensities, i.e., they reflect the amount of fitness variation directly associated with 553 (quadratic) selection of the traits, given the standing variation in the traits, the major axes of 554 gamma do not have this interpretation. This phenomenon is particularly noticeable in figure 1b . 555
Here, the most curved direction of is aligned with an axis of P (table 1) that has little variation 556 (whether this is real, or chance, is not immediately relevant to this second point). Consequently, 557 the first axis of stabilising selection is actually associated with less variation in fitness than the 558 second axis! This is apparent in figure 1b , where the curvature of the second axis is indeed 559 less than that of the first, but it represents stronger selection because it is associated with more 560 phenotypic variation. 561
Of course, understanding multivariate selection, including multivariate non-linear selection,remains extremely important. Fortunately, a variety of features of projection-pursuit regression 563 make it highly amenable to the study of multivariate selection. In combination with methods to 564 obtain quantitatively interpretable selection gradients from projection-pursuit regression-based 565 inferences of fitness functions, as applied here, this method can probably supplant the practice 566 of diagonalisation of . The first major empirical benefit of projection-pursuit regression is that 567 it can be used to seek the major axes of selection, not just the major axes of directional or of 568 quadratic selection. In addition to the issues already discussed about diagonalisation of , there 569 has never been any real resolution to the fact that quadratic univariate or multivariate selection, 570 considered either in isolation or in conjunction with , does not address key biological questions 571 about natural selection, such as whether or not fitness optima exist (Schluter, 1988) . gppr, on 572 the other hand, provides a method of characterising the major axes of selection, whether they 573 be linear, disruptive, stabilising, or purely directional but curved. 
Conclusion 589
The availability of an approach to obtain valid inference of selection gradients from arbitrary 590 regression-based inferences of fitness functions renders a large range of techniques available for 591 quantitative inference of natural selection. I have explored a range of these methods, and dis-592 sected some key aspects of the behaviour of each. Projection-pursuit regression seems to stand 593 out as a method for characterisation of multivariate selection. Its greater use will facilitate on-594 going attempts to implement multivariate quantitative genetic studies on selection in natural 595 populations and experimental systems. Furthermore, identification of major axes of selection, as 596 opposed to major axes of directional or quadratic selection, will bring much more direct biological 597 interpretation to multivariate selection analysis. 598 
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Appendix
609
Denote an arbitrary function relating trait to relative fitness, w(z), and a decomposition of an 610 individual i's trait value, z, into e↵ects of breeding value and environment z i = a i + e i Assume 611 that a and e are independent, a i ⇠ p(a) and e i ⇠ q(e), such that the variance of phenotype 612 in a population obeys 2 z = 2 a + 2 e . Assume that p(a) represents a normal probability density 613 function with mean zero and variance 2 a , such that p(a) = 1 a p 2⇡ e a 2 2 2 a , and that q(e) is an 614 arbitrary probability density function (not necessarily with mean of zero). 615
The secondary theorem (Robertson, 1966) defines 616
which by definition is 617 z = E(a · w) E(a)E(w).
The second term in A2 is zero because the E(a) is zero by construction. So, from equation A2, 618
The average slope of the relative fitness function, w 0 (z), given normally distributed breeding 619 values and conditioning on e, can be written
by parts gives 621
The simplification assumes that the relative fitness function is bounded. Applying Fubini's 622 theorem to the double integral and multiplying equation A3 by Table 5 : Selection gradients (non-standardised) of major axes of (standardised) P in male and female Soay sheep in crash and non-crash years.
Non-crash years Table 6 : Major multivariate axes of selection. The variance of absolute fitness associated with the two main axes of generalised projection-pursuit regression-based inferences of fitness functions. The shape of the first axes of selection, and associated trait loadings, are are depicted graphically in figure   3 . , and crash (c) and (d) years, respectively. Coloured arrows describe the rotation of the four traits onto the two major axes: blue -mass, red -leg length, green -horn length, and orange -log ked count. Contours show expected absolute fitness. Values of and reported on each of the plots are the unit variance standardised directional and quadratic selection gradients, and the x-axis is also plotted for unit variance scaled factors. They are obtained by projecting the phenotype onto the major axis of selection, as inferred by gppr, and then fitting a univariate cubic spline to the rotated phenotype, predicting individual survival, and the using the gsg function gam.gradients() to obtain the selection gradients. black -non-regularised GLM regression, red -ridge regression, green -lasso, and blue -elastic net. "d = high or low" indicates covariance matrices with high and low dimensionality, "some large " in parts (a) and (c) indicate in those simulations are drawn from a t-distribution, rather than a normal distribution; further details on simulation scenarios are given in the text. 
